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Welcome to Cracow



"Terra Tour"
"Terra Tour" Sp z o.o. (LLC) founded in 1989 to provide tourists
with the highest quality tours and uphold a high level of service at 
the most affordable prices.

Our Offer:

➢ Accommodation;
➢ Hotels;
➢ Guides;
➢ Tours;
➢ Restaurants and food;
➢ Conferences;
➢ Shoping tour;
➢ Concerts;
➢ Salt Mine Wieliczka - tickets;
➢ Salt Mine Bochnia - tickets;
➢ Auschwitz-Birkenau - tickets;
➢ and more ...

Travel Agency 
"Terra Tour" 

Cracow
30-015 Kraków ul.: Cieszyńska 12/1-2

EU NIP: 678-00-41-755
Tel: +48 12 294 61 20

Website: www.terratour.pl

E-mail: terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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Travel Agency "Terra Tour" Cracow / Poland
30-015 Kraków ul.: Cieszyńska 12/1-2

Tel.: +48 12 294 61 20 e-mail: terrabiuro@terratour.pl

A. Poland

4 Seasons In Zakopane

We offer you accommodation in good pension.
Around the object is a large green area
for recreation and games.

Available dates!

For your disposal:
2, 3, 4 and 5-bed rooms with bathrooms, TV, hair dryers, towels dining room a room intended 
for training, conferences, banquets two mirror rooms for exercises and dance lessons 
equipped disco room indoor pool and paddling pool for children sauna Table Tennis, billiards 
WIFI wireless internet large green area for recreation and games parking for cars and buses

Price info: terrabiuro@terratour.pl

The possibility of organizing:
trainings, thematic stays, integration stays, 
banquets, gala dinners sleigh rides bonfires with 
sausages, lamb, played wine feast in a 
highlander's inn with the sounds of hits or to the 
accompaniment of a highlander band
karaoke parties, discos individual stays green and 
white schools

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Music Tour

- more->

DAY 1

- arrival to Warsaw;
- transfer to the hotel;
- lunch on the way;
- check-in at the hotel and meeting with the guide;
- city tour, visiting the most important attractions of the capital 
  of Poland;
- walk in the footsteps of Chopin;
- dinner in the restaurant;
- transfer to the hotel;
- overnight.

DAY 2:

- breakfast at the hotel;
- transfer to Żelazowa Wola – Chopin's birthplace;
- visiting the Fryderyk Chopin museum;
- transfer to Cracow;
- lunch on the way;
- transfer to the hotel in Cracow;
- check-in at the hotel and meeting with the guide;
- transfer to Kazimierz district / sightseeing former Jewish quarter;
- dinner in Kazimierz with klezmer music;
- transfer to the hotel;
- overnight.

DAY 3:

- breakfast at the hotel and meeting with the guide;
- walk through the Royal Route: Matejko Square, St. Florian’s Gate, Floriańska Street, Main Square (visit in Mariacki
   Church), Grodzka Street, Kanonicza Street, Wawel Castle;
- lunch in the restaurant with a view of the Vistula River and Wawel Castle;
- transfer to Wieliczka Salt Mine / guided tour in Wieliczka Salt Mine;
- transfer to Cracow;
- Chopin concert;
- dinner in the restaurant;
- transfer to the hotel;
- overnight.

DAY 4:

- breakfast at the hotel;
- transfer to Budapest;
- leaving luggage in the hotel and meeting with the guide;
- transfer to the Heroes’ Square, walk through the City Park, sightseeing the Vajdahunyad Castle and Széchenyi Thermal Bath;
- lunch in the restaurant;
- return to the hotel and check-in;
- visit in Gellért Thermal Bath;
- dinner at the hotel;
- overnight.

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Music Tour
DAY 5:

- breakfast at the hotel and meeting with the guide;
- transfer to the Castle Hill;
- visit in the Matthias Church, the Fisherman’s Bastion, sightseeing BudaDistrict and Royal Castle;
- lunch in the restaurant and free time in the city;
- transfer to the Gellért Hill;
- viewing point to the Citadel and the Danube river;
- evening cruise on the Danube with dinner;
- transfer to the hotel;
- overnight.

DAY 6:

- early breakfast at the hotel;
- transfer to Raiding;
- sightseeing Liszt House and concert hall;
- lunch on the way;
- transfer to Vienna;
- visiting the Schönbrunn Palace – the summer residence of the rulers of Austria;
- transfer to Kahlenberg;
- visiting the Kahlenberg hill with a beautiful panorama of Vienna and the church of St. Joseph;
- transfer to hotel and check in;
- dinner in hotel;
- overnight.

DAY 7:

- breakfast at the hotel;
- drive on Ringgasse - the most important points of the city – Belvedere, St. Mark's Square Stephen with cathedral,
  Holfburg, National Library, National Opera, the church of Karol Boromeusz;
- lunch in the restaurant;
- the Museum district with Museum of Nature and History, parliament building, Town Hall, National theatre, University of
  Vienna, Votive Church, Kinsky Palace, plague column, the former Jewish quarter with the Holocaust monument, the church
Ruprecht, Mozart's house and the Capuchin church with the Imperial Crypt;
- free time;
- departure.

Price info: terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Pomerania

Day 1

Gdansk  and the IIWWMorning arrival to Gdansk. Transfer to your 
accommodation and check in. Guided tour in english, the program 
combines Gdansk Old town and Westerplatte  eninsula. During the 
tour we will learn more about the role of Gdansk in IIWW and 
Gdansk  unique attractions, like Motława waterfront, Żuraw, St. 
Mary's Street, Długi Targ, Neptune's Fountain, Artus Court,St. Mary's 
Basilica.DInner after the tour and overnight

Day 2

Malbork
After the breakfast we will go to the city of Malbork (40 minutes 
away) to see the gothic castle of the Teutonic order in Malbork. The 
entrance includes english audio guide. After 3 hours of sightseeing 
you will enjoy lunch in the center of the city.
Back to Gdansk, when you will have free time,  we recommend a 
guided english tour in kayak through the canals of the Old town or 
just chill in around the Elektryków street,
Overnight

Day 3

Tricity
Breakfast at hotel. Transfer to the city of Sopot, charming port city. 
Guided tour through Sopot and stop for coffee or snack. After that we 
will go to Gdynia, where we will visit with our guide the principal 
attractions of the city, like the warship “The lightning”.
Return to Gdansk for dinner and overnight

Day 4

Baltic rest
After breakfast at hotel we group will go to Oliwa quarter. You will 
enjoy the architecture of the cathedral of the quarter and enjoy of a 
organ concert. After the concert you will have a walk in the famous 
Oliwa park.After Oliwa you will rest and chill in the Jelitkowo beach, 
one of the most clean and natural beach of Gdansk. Lunch in 
Jelitkowo Beach.
In the afternoon you can enjoy a mini cruise around Gdansk.
Return to the center and overnight.

Day 5

Breakfast. Free time for shopping.
Transfer to the airport.
Departure

Price: 4 night / 250 Eu

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

CracowPrice:  255 Eu

Day 1
Welcome to the best city in Poland – Cracow.Arrival to Cracow.Transfer to phalkler restaurant with 
traditional polish dishes.Dinner.Transfer to hotel 3*- 4*

Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion at the morning to concentration camp – Auschwitz-Birkenau museum. Its very 
important history from polish and jewish people. Visit to museum 3,5 hours with guide. Return to 
Cracow. Free time.

Day 3
Breakfast. Visit to our city! Walking trip old town and jewish region - Kazimierz with guide. Lunch. Free 
time.

Day 4 
Breakfast. Free time. We are recommended visit castle Wawel. After lunch excursion to Salt Mine. It's a 
beautiful place in Wieliczka. The “Wieliczka” Salt Mine is an extraordinary place – hidden from the 
world, full of secrets and legends. Return to Cracow. Free time.

Day 5 
Breakfast. Check-out from hotel. It's time to part with our city, but we do not say good-bay, we say - see 
you soon!Transfer to airport Cracow

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Cracow Days ToursPrice:  from 125 Eu 
group (20 persons)

DURATION: 4 hours with professional guided

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day

LOCATION: Cracow City

languages available:
English, Polish, German, Italian, French, Spanish...

Grand Cracow Walking Tour (Old Town + 
Kazimierz)About Cracow Walking Tour:Welcome to 
our beautiful city – Cracow! We know when you 
need!

We created our Cracow Walking Tour to show you 
the very essence of Cracow.Just enjoy the beautiful 
walk around Old Town and Jewish Quarter and let us 
guide you through hand-picked  spots in Cracow.

About Cracow Walking Tour:We created our Cracow Walking Tour to show you the very essence of Cracow.Just enjoy the beautiful 
walk around Old Town and Jewish Quarter and let us guide you through hand-picked spots in Cracow.

What will you see:

Florian Gate, Barbican, Matejko Square, Main square, Cloth Hall, 
St. Mary's Church, Town hall tower, Collegium Maius at the 
Jagiellonian University, Papal window, Franciscan church, Grodzka 
Street and Wawel Castle, Plac Nowy (where supposedly there are 
the best casseroles in Poland) Ulica Szeroka, Сhurch Bożego 
Ciała, Ulica Jozefa, the Popper synagogue and atc...

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Grand Cracow Tour by Electric car Melex

Price:  12,00 Eu 
from person

DURATION: 3 hours with audio guide

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day

LOCATION: Cracow City

27 languages 
available:

English, Polish, Slovak, Italian, French, Spanish, 
Portuguese etc…

Grand Cracow Tour by Electric car Melex 
(Old Town + Kazimierz + Ghetto quarter + 
Schindler's Factory) Welcome to our 
beautiful city – Cracow! We know when you 
need!

About CracowTour by Melex:Vehicle and driver 
available to customers - no one else joins, start at any 
time indicated by the client, pick upfrom the hotel, end 
at any agreed place, the ability to modify the trip 
(stops, other points, etc.), audioguide inany selected 
language (27 language versions).

What will you see:

Florian Gate, Barbican, Matejko Square, Main 
square, Cloth Hall, St. Mary's Church, Town hall 
tower, Collegium Maius at the Jagiellonian 
University, Papal window, Franciscan church, 
Grodzka Street and Wawel Castle, Plac Nowy 
(where supposedly there are the best casseroles in 
Poland) Ulica Szeroka, Сhurch Bożego Ciała, Ulica 
Jozefa, the Popper synagogue and etc... Ghetto 
quarter and Schindler's Factory

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Wieliczka Salt Mine Trip

Price:  42,00 Eu 
from person

DURATION: 4 hours 2,5 hours visit museum

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day (except holidays)

LOCATION: Wieliczka 12km from Cracow

7 languages available:
Polish, English, German, French, Italian, Russian and Spanish

About Wieliczka Salt Mine Tour

Wieliczka Salt Mine is in the world heritage list of  UNESCO for being one of the oldest saltmine of the entire world and for being 
working since XIII century to nowadays. The tour is and adventure to the center of the mine, divided in 3 levels, a total of 365 m 
underground. During the visit you will learn about the use of the mine and its relation with polish history. This trip is designed 
keeping your comfort in mind - you do not have to worry about details such as transport or fees. We also provide you with 
a professional guide who has a deeper and comprehensive knowledge of this formidable place. The Wieliczka tour provides an 
insight into the origins of the process of the production to obtain salt and the everyday life workers.

What will you see:

✓Muzeum Żup Krakowskich
 Salt lake✓
 Original salt statues✓
 Old machine operator✓
 The underground Church✓
 The complex of hotel and restaurants✓

Tour included:

 ✓ Tickets to museum;
 Profesional guided;✓
 Transfer✓

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Auschwitz-Birkenau

DURATION: 7 hours, 3,5 hours visit museum

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day (except holidays)

LOCATION: Oświęcim 70km from Cracow

20 languages available:

English, Polish, Slovak, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese 
etc….

About Auschwitz Tours

Auschwitz tour includes a visit to the original camp (Auschwitz I), as well as the extermination facility (Auschwitz II). These places 
have remained a living monument of death.This trip is designed keeping your comfort in mind - you do not have to worry about 
details such as transport or fees. We also provide you with a professional guide who has a deeper and comprehensive knowledge 
of this formidable place. The Auschwitz tour provides an insight into the origins of the concentration camp, its history and 
most importantly - it shows you the everyday lifeof its prisoners, their personal belongings and their story.

What will you see:

 ✓ Main gate "Arbeit macht frei";  Pictures of prisoners;  Crematoria;  Original wooden barracks of ✓ ✓ ✓
Birkenau;  Personal belongings of prisoners;  Gas chambers;  The Wall of Death;  The Watchtower✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

From 33 EU/person

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Auschwitz & Salt Mine
One Day Tour

DURATION:  11 hours

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day (except holidays)

LOCATION: Oświęcim 70km from Cracow Salt Mine 12km from Cracow

20 languages available:

English, Polish, Slovak, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese etc….

About Tours

You will visit the 2 most important historical places around Cracow, both of them in the world heritage list of 
UNESCO, Auswitz-Birkenau and Wieliczka Salt mines. This day tour starts in the morning with the visit of Auswitz. The 
trsnfer is aprox. 90 min, once you get there you will visit the two zones of Auswitz, the work camp and 
the extermination. After a pause for lunch you will move to Wieliczka to start the underground tour of the salt mines and 
the museum.During your visit in Wieliczka you will see the 3 levels of the mine, located 365 m underground. Every level 
will teach the life of the workers, the history of the salt mine and the running of the mine. After the salt mine you will be 
transfered to the pick up point.

Recomendation and observation:

 ✓ Comfortable outfit

 ✓ Own snacks and water

.  Take your own mask for Wieliczka✓

 ✓ Original wooden barracks of Birkenau;

 ✓ For the 3rd level of the mine there is a 10 € fee for taking 
photos

 ✓ Lunch break can be changed for a dinner break if the 
trafic from Auswitz takes to long.

From 75 EU/person

Tour included:

 ✓ Tickets to museum;

 ✓ Profesional guided;

 ✓ Transfer

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Tatra Mountains and Zakopane
Full-Day Trip

DURATION: 10 hours

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day

LOCATION: Zakopane 111km from Cracow

Driver speaks English.

Tour without guided.

About Tatra Mountains Zakopane Tour

A full-day tour to the Tatra mountains will delight any traveler. Anyone who visits Zakopane strives to get to the top of Gubalowka. 
It is in the North-West of Zakopane and rises to 1123 meters above sea level. It hard to convey beautiful sights that open at the 
upper station of Gubałówka. Wonderful mountain scenery will entrance you for a long time. Krupowka is the main street of 
Zakopane. A great number of shops, cheerful cafes, superb restaurants, souvenir shops, and bookstores happily welcome guests 
with an abundance of colorful neon lights, creating unique atmosphere of Krupowka. Tatra Mountains are the northernmost and 
the highest part of the Carpathian Mountains. Stunning snowcapped mountains, breathtaking peaks, beautiful lakes, and 
waterfalls captivate tourists with its extraordinary beauty. Tatra Mountains and Zakopane full-day trip gives you a chance to enjoy 
fascinating landscapes.

Package I

Tatra National Park. Hike along the Valley of Five 
Lakes to Morskie Oko Lake for breathtaking views. 
The route to Morskie Oko takes 2-hour walk by an 
easy tourist trail fol-lowed by 5 hours of free time in 
the NationalPark.

Price – from 150 EUR

Price included:

✓Transfer Cracow – Morskie Oko (Tatra National 
Park); Tickets to Tatra National Park;  Driver ✓ ✓
waiting; Transfer Morskie Oko (Tatra National Park) ✓
- Cracow.

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Tatra Mountains and Zakopane
Full-Day Trip

DURATION: 10 hours

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day

LOCATION: Zakopane 111km from Cracow

Driver speaks English.

Tour without guided.

About Tatra Mountains Zakopane Tour

A full-day tour to the Tatra mountains will delight any traveler. Anyone who visits Zakopane strives to get to the top of Gubalowka. 
It is in the North-West of Zakopane and rises to 1123 meters above sea level. It hard to convey beautiful sights that open at the 
upper station of Gubałówka. Wonderful mountain scenery will entrance you for a long time. Krupowka is the main street of 
Zakopane. A great number of shops, cheerful cafes, superb restaurants, souvenir shops, and bookstores happily welcome guests 
with an abundance of colorful neon lights, creating unique atmosphere of Krupowka. Tatra Mountains are the northernmost and 
the highest part of the Carpathian Mountains. Stunning snowcapped mountains, breathtaking peaks, beautiful lakes, and 
waterfalls captivate tourists with its extraordinary beauty. Tatra Mountains and Zakopane full-day trip gives you a chance to enjoy 
fascinating landscapes.

Package II

Cable car Gubalowka Peak and Zakopane city center, Krupówki 
street. On the funicular you will climb to the top of the Gubolówka 
mountain, where you will have a stunning view of the mountains 
from the observation deck. Then your driver will take you to 
Krupówki street where you can spend about 2 hours more on your 
own. On the way back the driver will show you thermal baths. You 
can extend this tour up to 3 hours at the thermal baths or you can 
book a tour to the thermal baths the next day for the full-day.

Price – from 160 EUR

Price included:

✓Transfer Cracow – Zakopane;
Tickets to Gubalowka Mountains;✓
Free Time on Krupówki street;✓
Transfer Zakopane – Cracow.✓

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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A. Poland

Tatra Mountains and Zakopane
Full-Day Trip

DURATION: 10 hours

TOUR SCHEDULE: Every day

LOCATION: Zakopane 111km from Cracow

Driver speaks English.

Tour without guided.

About Tatra Mountains Zakopane Tour

A full-day tour to the Tatra mountains will delight any traveler. Anyone who visits Zakopane strives to get to the top of Gubalowka. 
It is in the North-West of Zakopane and rises to 1123 meters above sea level. It hard to convey beautiful sights that open at the 
upper station of Gubałówka. Wonderful mountain scenery will entrance you for a long time. Krupowka is the main street of 
Zakopane. A great number of shops, cheerful cafes, superb restaurants, souvenir shops, and bookstores happily welcome guests 
with an abundance of colorful neon lights, creating unique atmosphere of Krupowka. Tatra Mountains are the northernmost and 
the highest part of the Carpathian Mountains. Stunning snowcapped mountains, breathtaking peaks, beautiful lakes, and 
waterfalls captivate tourists with its extraordinary beauty. Tatra Mountains and Zakopane full-day trip gives you a chance to enjoy 
fascinating landscapes.

Package III

Full-day trip to Thermal Baths. You have the opportunity to book a 
transfer and tickets to the thermal pools for the whole day in 
Zakopane. Spend the day in relaxing warm thermal springs, relax 
body and soul – it's amazing time

Price – from 180 EUR

Price included:

✓Transfer Cracow – Zakopane Thermal pools;
Tickets to Thermal baths;✓
Driver waiting;✓
Transfer Zakopane Thermal pools – Cracow✓
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A. Poland

Cycling Tour

Welcome to Poland, in beautiful country. This country is interesting in history, architecture and amazing nature. Mountains and 
nature are the heritage of Poland.Welcome to Zakopane, Kroscienko over the Dunajec river and National Park Pieninski. 
Active rest and unity with nature! These trails are for those who have come to rest in the Polish Tetras and want to spend time 
actively.

Route -1

Poland-Slovakia (30km)Szczawnica - Szafranowka - Wysoki 
Wierch - Red  Monastery (pl.Klasztor)- Dunajec Gorge- 
Szczawnica.This route passes through forests and the Dunajec 
 river between the two borders of Poland-Slovakia on bike paths 
and off-road. You will remember this walkfor a long time.

Route – 2

Poland around Lake Czorsztyn (45 km)Castle in Czorsztyn - 
Water dam on the Czorsztyn - Castle in Niedzice - Nowa Biala 
(Bialki Gorge) - through Debno (holiday resort, for a break) 
- Czorsztyn. On this route, you can see 2 beautiful castles full of 
history, an unusual bridge, and of course nature nature 
and...nature!

Route – 3

3 crowns in National Park Pieninski (17km) Kroscienko over the 
Dunajec river- Szczawnica - Red Monastery (pl.Klasztor), - Three 
Crowns- SromowceNiżne – Kroscienko. Three Crowns - the 
highest peak of the Central Pieniny, belonging to the Three 
Crowns Massif. It's a classic route for cycling for everyone.

mailto:terrabiuro@terratour.pl
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B. Weekend in ...

Weekend In Cracow

First Day

 Arrival to Cracow Fun in a Water Park Dinner in the elegant 
restaurant in the city center Overnight.

Second Day

Breakfast.  Sightseeing Cracow with guide (Old Town,  St. 
Mary's Church, Royal Route, Wawel Caste)  Lunch in the city 
center.  Visit Wieliczka Salt Mine  Dinner in local restaurant.  
Overnight. 

Third Day

Sightseeing Kazimierz district with guide.  Lunch in the city 
center.  Visit Historyland.  Departure.

Price: 125,00 eu
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B. Weekend in ...

Weekend In Warsaw

First Day...

Morning arrival in Warsaw.On this day we will see: part of the Royal Route – the most representative route of the city 
connecting the Royal Castle with Wilanów. The Royal Castle is the seat of Polish rulers since the time of Sigismund III 
Vasa, which moved the Polish capital from Krakow to Warsaw and its column towers over Castle Square. At the Castle, 
you'll see valuable exhibits, including insignia and royal thrones or paintings of famous painters, among others Rembrandt, 
Canaletto and Matejko. We will cross Cracow suburb and its surroundings to see the Presidential Palace, Hotel Bristol, 
University of Warsaw, church of St. Cross, monument to Nicolaus Copernicus, Zachęta gallery, Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier orŁazienki Park. Palace of Culture and Science for those willing (possibility of going to the observation deck on the 
XXX floor). Free time. Transfer to the hotel and overnight.

Second Day

After breakfast we suggest a trip into the past: visiting the Palace in Wilanów 
called the Polish Versailles. Palace with the beautiful park surrounding it is 

awonderful palace and park complex, whose history begins in 1677. It is entirely 
Baroque and is a wonderful combination of European art and Old Polish 

building art. In winter, the working Winter Garden of Light is worth seeing - it is 
an outdoor exhibition based on the illumination of millions of lights arranged in 
beautiful patterns in the company of amazing music. Free time. Transfer to the 

hotel and overnight.

Third Day

After breakfast visiting the Copernicus Science 
Center - it is a real paradise for lovers of science 
and knowledge. A place where not only children 
will findentertainment.Transfer to 
airport.Departure.

Total price:
1-2 Pax - 241 Euro/person
2-4 Pax - 241 Euro/person
4-8 Pax - 209 Euro/person
Price includes:2 nights in hotelGuide 
services - 1 days (3,5 h)Transport
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B. Weekend in ...

Weekend In Gdańsk

First Day...

Morning arrival in Gdansk. Transfer to the Old Town. A guided 
tour, in the program:Motława waterfront, Żuraw, St. Mary's 
Street, Długi Targ, Neptune's Fountain, Artus Court,St. Mary's 
Basilica with the entrance to the viewpoint. Free time in the 
Old Town.In the second part of the day, transfer to 
Westerplatte. It is a peninsula Between the Gulf of Gdańsk 
and the Dead Vistula. This place is a symbol of the outbreak 
of World War II. This is where the first fight against the Third 
Reich took place. At 4:45 in the morning of September 1, the 
German battleship "Schleswig Holstein" directed the missile 
at the Polish outpost. In 2003, the battlefield at Westerplatte 
was entered on the list of Monuments of 
History.Accommodation, dinner, overnight.

Second Day

Breakfast. Transfer to Oliwa. There, the group will visit the 
Cathedral and listen to an organ concert that attracts tourists from 
all over the world. Then drive to Sopot and walk along the 
pier.The view of the sea together with the modern marina makes a 
huge impression. It is definitely a place worth visiting, because it 
is one of the most beautiful resorts in Poland!Transfer to Gdynia. 
There, the group will have free time for a wolk and tasting the sea 
delicacies. Staying in a maritime climate, the group will visit the 
ship destroyer ORP Błyskawica (lightning) andthe sailing ship Dar 
Pomorza (Gift of Pomerania).Return to the hotel, dinner and 
overnight.

Third Day

Breakfast.Free time for shopping. 
Lunch.
Transfer to airport. 
Departure.

Total price:
1-2 Pax - 454 Euro/person
2-4 Pax - 454 Euro/person
4-8 Pax - 258 Euro/person

Price includes:2 nights in hotel2 x HBOrgan concertEntrance to theSopot pierVisiting the Gift of Pomerania 
Guide services - 2 days (each day till 7 h)Transport
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C. For Seniors

Summer stay for seniors

Day 1
Arrival to Cracow DinnerOvernight in 3* or 4* hotel

Day 2
BreakfastSightseeing Old Town with guide
(Old Town, Royal Route,Wawel Castle)LunchVisit Bochnia salt mine. 
A unique exhibition illustrating the development of themine across 
centuries.DinnerOvernight

DAY 3:
BreakfastVisit Auschwitz- The authentic Memorial of the formercamp. 
A visit with an educator allows betterunderstanding of this unique 
place.LunchVisit Wadowice or Łagiewniki (sanctuary) Regional dinner 
and folk show Overnight

Day 4

Breakfast Visit Termy Chochołowskie – relax in thermal springs, Lunch 
Sightseeing Kazimierz- Jewish quarter with synagogues. Dinner. 
Overnightl

Day 5

Breakfast. Nordic walking classes and trip. Lunch.

Price...

265€/person in 3* hotel”
333€/person in 4* hotelwith

 swimming pool
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C. For Seniors

Salt Mine Bochnia For Seniors

CRACOW - BOCHNIA

SALT MINE - BETTER OFFER FOR  SENIOR!

THE BEST TIME TO TRAVEL IS RETIRED!
Better price for a group of 15 pax4 days – from 94 EUR/person

The present is included in the tour price!

This is a special offer for people over 60 years of age,

whose life is just beginning and now is the time to travel!
The Bochnia Salt Mine is an extraordinary place – hiddenfrom the world, full of secrets and legends. 

If you want tosee them with your own eyes, join us for a stroll through the underground

In price included:
 tickets Bochnia Salt Mine✔
 descent into the mine;✔
 guided visit to the tourist route;✔
 visit to the Chapel of St. Kinga;✔
 relaxing in special room- Ważyn with relax ✔

    music and coffee/tea and desserts;
 accommodation in hotel 3* in Cracow with breakfast;✔
 excursion to Old Town and castle Wawel withguided;✔
 tickets with guided to concentration camp Auschwitz Birkenau.✔
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D. Pilgrimage

Pilgrimage to Cracow

Day 1
Arrival to CracowSightseeing Kazimierz (former Jewish 
quarter) with guideDinner in Kazimierz with klezmer 
musicOvernight in the 3* hotel.

Day 2
Breakfast in the hotelSightseeing Old Town with guide 
(entrance to Mariacki Church)Lunch in the 
restaurantSightseeing AuschwitzDinner in the 
hotelOvernight in the 3* hotel

Day 3
Breakfast in the hotel. Sightseeing Wadowice with guide
Lunch in the restaurant in Wadowice.
Sightseeing Kalwaria Zebrzydowska with guide Dinner in 
the hotel. Overnight in the 3* hotel.

Day 4
Breakfast in the hotel. Sightseeing Wieliczka Salt Mine. 
Lunch in the restaurant in Wieliczka. Visit in Łagiewniki.

Price...

Group 24 pax in TWN *** = 275,00 eu
Group 40 pax in TWN *** = 262,00 eu

Price includes:Accommodation in 3* hotel, Lunches and dinners as in itinerary, Special dinner with klezmer 
music, Tickets to all attractions, English speaking guide,

 * we can also provide the transfer by comfortable coach for all stay
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C. For Seniors

Salt Mine Bochnia For Seniors

CRACOW - BOCHNIA

SALT MINE - BETTER OFFER FOR  SENIOR!

THE BEST TIME TO TRAVEL IS RETIRED!
Better price for a group of 15 pax4 days – from 94 EUR/person

The present is included in the tour price!

This is a special offer for people over 60 years of age,

whose life is just beginning and now is the time to travel!
The Bochnia Salt Mine is an extraordinary place – hiddenfrom the world, full of secrets and legends. 

If you want tosee them with your own eyes, join us for a stroll through the underground

In price included:
 tickets Bochnia Salt Mine✔
 descent into the mine;✔
 guided visit to the tourist route;✔
 visit to the Chapel of St. Kinga;✔
 relaxing in special room- Ważyn with relax ✔

    music and coffee/tea and desserts;
 accommodation in hotel 3* in Cracow with breakfast;✔
 excursion to Old Town and castle Wawel withguided;✔
 tickets with guided to concentration camp Auschwitz Birkenau.✔
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